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The Elephant Is Very Like a Rope
You know the story, or perhaps the 
poem by John Godfrey Saxe about the 
six men of Indostan, to learning much 
inclined, who went to see the Elephant 
(Though all of them were blind), that 
each by observation might satisfy his 
mind. 
 
The First approach’d the Elephant,  
And happening to fall 
Against his broad and sturdy side, 
At once began to bawl: 
“God bless me! but the Elephant 
Is very like a wall!” 
 
The Second, feeling of the tusk, 
Cried, -”Ho! what have we here 
So very round and smooth and sharp? 
To me ‘tis mighty clear, 
This wonder of an Elephant 
Is very like a spear!”
Another man grasps the trunk and 
declares the animal a snake. A fourth 
stumbles onto the elephant’s knee and 
says it is a tree. The fifth reaching up 

touches the ear of the elephant and 
asserts “ ‘en the blindest man can tell 
what this resembles most; deny the fact 
who can, this marvel of an Elephant is 
very like a fan!”

The Sixth no sooner had begun about 
the beast to grope, then, seizing on the 
swinging tail that fell within his scope, 
“I see,” quoth he, “the Elephant is 
very like a rope!” And so these men of 
Indostan disputed loud and long, each 
in his own opinion exceeding stiff and 
strong, though each was partly in the 
right, and all were in the wrong! 
 
This story is not about the visually 
impaired, but is about all of us with 
whatever compromised senses we 
might have. The parable is about how 
we discern truth in the reality before us 
and how often we take only a part of the 
truth as the totality. 
 
My neighbor and I were in her 
backyard, discussing the news, when 
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she declared as fact some things that 
I believed with all my heart were not 
true. The ground shifted a bit beneath 
my feet. I love my neighbor. Yet 
suddenly a gulf had opened up between 
us. Perhaps you have felt deeply 
unsettled with someone, who does not 
reflect back to you the reality you are 
experiencing and “know for a fact.” 

What is truth? What is reality? I want 
to pick up the tail of reality, hand it to 
my neighbor, and declare, “Here, look, 
this is it: Truth!” 

Our age of digital communication 
warns us of conspiracies theories 
and lies. We are cautioned to 
check the sources of information. 
Misinformation, distortion, spin, 
and propaganda appear daily on our 
screens. 

“Hoaxes, lies and collective delusions 
aren’t new, but the extent to which 
millions of Americans have embraced 

them may be,” writes Kevin Roose, in 
The New York Times. “The muddled, 
chaotic information ecosystem that 
produces these misguided beliefs 
doesn’t just jeopardize some lofty 
ideal of national unity. It actively 
exacerbates our biggest national 
problems, and creates more work for 
those trying to solve them. . . . How do 
you unite a country in which millions 
of people have chosen to create their 
own version of reality?” . . . or unite a 
church, or a family, or a classroom?

How does one know truth? What inner 
biases, conscious and unconscious, 
predispose our susceptibility to 
exaggeration, and lies? Do we have a 
reliable inner lie detector? The parable 
of human misconceptions is ancient, 
perhaps first appearing in a Buddhist 
text, dated to 500 BCE. It shows up 
in many religions and cultures. Which 
part of the elephant are you touching or 
bumping up against? Is there a way for 
us to step back and see a bigger picture 
than our own hand grasping a tail?

In an effort to pin something down 
and get a grip on truth, I took up Hans 
Rosling’s Factfulness – Ten Reasons 
Why We’re Wrong about the World and 
Why Things are Better Than You Think. 
Hans, Danish Professor of International 
Health, and his son and daughter-in-law 
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wrote this book after years of coming 
up against global misconceptions. How 
could so many educated people be so 
wrong about the health conditions, not 
only of their own countries, but the rest 
of the globe?  

Their thesis is that our species’ 
dramatic instincts and overdramatic 
worldview are the sources of our 
misinterpretation of the facts right 
before us. The authors identify ten 
traits in thinking and perceiving that 
may constrain or distort our vision of 
truth. Some of these “instincts,” which 
obscure the truth for us include:  Fear; 
Negativity – our brains’ preference 
to focus on and remember negative 
information, rather than positive; 
Generalization; Urgency; Blame – the 
instinct to find a clear, simple reason 
why something bad has happened; 
Size – seeing information out of 
proportion; Hanging onto an out-of-
date worldview; Looking at only the 
extremes and missing the majority 
in the middle; Choosing a single 
perspective like the six men from 
Indostan.

Why go to all this work to root out 
truth? It’s a free country. Why can’t 
I believe whatever I want and what 
makes sense to me? I don’t have 
time to track down every piece of 

information. Let’s take these questions 
to a Hungarian scientist named 
Michael Polanyi. Polanyi was known 
for his contributions to the theory of 
knowledge and philosophy of science, 
and his identification of the structure 
of tacit knowing – that we can know 
more than we can tell.

“Polanyi’s effort to reform the 
epistemological basis of science was 
directed against objectivism, the 
illusion that we can evade personal 
responsibility for our assertions of 
truth. He insisted on the fact that 
all knowing involves the personal 
participation of the knower, that it 
always involves the risk of being 
wrong, and that the struggle to know, 
to understand, to comprehend, calls 
for the fullest exercise of personal 
responsibility. We know and move 
toward truth by our willingness to 
search, to explore, to take risks.”  
Lesslie Newbigen, Truth to Tell – The Gospel 
as Public Truth, p 51.
 
To mindlessly share information, while 
taking no responsibility for our words 
is negligent and potentially harmful. 
The Confessing Church in Nazi 
Germany saw this danger and together 
with two other Protestant churches 
produced The Barmen Declaration, 
mostly written by theologian Karl 
Barth. The Confessing Church was 
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a movement within German 
Protestantism during Nazi 
Germany that arose in opposition to 
government-sponsored efforts to unify 
all Protestant churches into a single 
pro-Nazi German Evangelical Church.

“The ideology (Nazism) which the 
Barmen Declaration sought to unmask, 
and reject is an ideology of freedom, 
a false and idolatrous conception of 
freedom, which equates it with the 
freedom of each individual to do as 
he or she wishes. We have to set it 
against the Trinitarian faith which sees 
all reality in terms of relatedness. In 
explicit rejection of an individualism 
which puts the autonomous self at 
the center and sees other selves as 
limitations on our freedom, we have 
set to the basic [principles] entrusted to 
us, namely that freedom is to be found 
by being taken into that community 
of love given and received, which is 
the eternal reality from which and for 
which all things exist. The rejection of 
relatedness as the true road to freedom 
is seen in the … fragmentation, 
polarization, isolation, and massive 
development of consumerism.”  
Lesslie Newbingen, Truth to Tell,  p 75-76

If I refuse to acknowledge my brothers 
and sisters, who are also taking hold 
of part of the elephant from different 
vantage points, I turn everyone else 

into an enemy and threat to my truth 
and my freedom. The other becomes 
someone to shout down, compete 
with, or clobber. To insist on being at 
the center is to take on the unbearable 
responsibility for the protection and 
elevation of the self at all costs. 

You desire truth in the inward being.  
   Psalm 51:6 

Who or what becomes the final 
authority that shapes our sense of 
truth – our faith community, the Word 
of God in scripture, family, friends, 
teachers, Hans Rosling, politicians, 
governing officials, whomever is 
trending on Twitter? Let’s step back 
from the scholars, pundits, and our own 
unreliable minds and go deeper.

Do you have a prayer that lives inside 
of you?  Maybe it is a prayer that prays 
itself without your conscious assent. 
Maybe it is God help me. Or a version 
of the Jesus Prayer: Jesus son of God 
have mercy on me. Listen. It may not 
emerge right away. It might be a little 
shy. It may express a deep desire of 
your heart, something so tender and 
pure, you don’t dare think it or say it 
aloud.
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Loretta F. Ross

My default prayer is Make me true.  It 
goes all the way back to Mrs. Walters 
teaching a song in Sunday school,  
which, along with viewing a scary 
Alfred Hitchcock show about a person 
who told a lie, who consequently had 
horrible things happen has kept me 
more or less honest.

Maybe you recall singing it. Our truth 
seeking and living with integrity is 
not about us, but about those who 
trust us, who look up to us, who need 
us. Truth is about the interdependent 
and mutually life-giving, relational 
community of us all, of which each of 
us is a small, but vital part. Perhaps our 
task is not so much to wade through the 
morass of competing versions of truth, 
as to consider how to be true ourselves. 

As Newbingen writes, it is an 
illusion that we can escape personal 
responsibility for our assertions of 
truth, regardless of how we interpret 
the first amendment. We have an 
obligation to discover our internal 
truth, that place of honorable veracity, 
where we are aligned and balanced 
with the larger eternal truths about 
ourselves and the world around us. 

Ask yourselves, what is truth as I 
experience and know it? What we 
may forget is that Truth is always 
seeking us, coaxing us beyond our 
little categories, rudely exposing our 
illusions. In addition, this elephant 
keeps moving. Reality is dynamic in 
nature, always shifting and changing. 
The fan you have in your hand is 
wrenched out, and, lo and behold, 
reality is very like a tree. 

I Would Be True  
I would be true, for there are 
those who trust me; 
I would be pure, for there are 
those who care; 
I would be strong, for there is 
much to suffer; 
I would be brave, for there is 
much to dare. 
I would be friend of all—the 
foe, the friendless; 
I would be giving, and forget 
the gift; 
I would be humble, for I know 
my weakness; 
I would look up, and laugh, and 
love, and lift.    
                  Howard Walter, 1906
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For truth is not something we possess 
or carry in our pocket, but something 
we are possessed by.

Truth claims us and makes us true. 
Integrity is a process of consenting 
to and allowing the Creator – the life 
force of the universe, the Redeemer 
– which means literally next of kin, a 
relative, one of our relations, and the 
Comforter align us with holy purposes 
and the will of God.

Hard as I may try to claim truth for 
myself, we all know that my truth is a 
well-intentioned blurry smudge on the 
page, much like my dog’s nose print on 
my patio door.
 
We are trued as the will of God forms 
and reforms us in the context of our 
daily lives. Truth is a relationship of 
awareness of ourselves, others, and 
creation, which requires a humble 
willingness to be wrong, and a 
curiosity to keep seeking more of this 
great mystery to which we belong.

In the gospel of John Jesus is brought 
before Pilate, who asks Jesus if he is a 
king. Jesus responds, “So you say that I 
am a king. For this I was born, and for 
this I came into the world, to testify to 
the truth. Everyone who belongs to the 

truth, listens to my voice. Pilate asks, 
“What is truth.” And Jesus just stands 
there. 

With the will of God pressing into the 
moment Jesus stands steady being who 
he is – wisdom, love, mercy, truth, 
joy, peace, justice bringer, healer – in 
relationship to Pilate and us all.  He 
does not insist on the opinions of those 
around him to validate his own sense 
of identity. He knows he is the beloved 
son of God, and come what may, that 
in itself will see him through anything.  
He is free. And in his freedom, we find 
our own.

Truth is known, not in isolation, but 
in relationship with everything else in 
the cosmos. Truth seeks us until we 
become one with it.

                              Loretta F. Ross
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The river of the water of life…flowing from the throne of God and of the Lamb…On
either side of the river is the tree of life with its twelve kinds of fruit… and the leaves
of the tree are for the healing of the nations. Revelation 22: 2-3

 

The Praying Life
Hearsay and Rumors about the Beloved

A blog about contemplative living

Read and comment at 
www.theprayinglife.wordpress.com

asb

Stay in touch. Discuss. 
Share information. 

Help us grow by “Liking” the Sanctuary 
Foundation Facebook Page.   
www.fbook.me/sanctuary

Your subscription renewals, gifts to the The Sanctuary 
Fund, and prayers are deeply appreciated. Your  
generosity is making a difference as we work to offer 
the love and compassion of Christ to people all over  
the world.

Copies of Holy Ground are available at $2.00 each, 
10 copies for $15.00, 20 copies for $30.00. Shipping 
included.

A N  O P P O R T U N I T Y 

T O  C O N N E C T !

Zoom Contemplative 
Prayer Group 

“The most powerful time people can 
spend together is that spent in deep, 
confident silence.” 
 - Morgan Freeman

You are not alone in this difficult time. 
Join a group to practice contemplative 

prayer, reflect on your life in God,  
and find strength and peace. 

We use a simple liturgy for prayer, which 
includes an extended period of silence. 

Groups are offered Wednesdays 
at 10:30 and 1:00.

A donation in the amount of your choice 
helps pay our costs.

For further info and to register:  
Email info@fromholyground.org  

or phone 785-230-0365

We need each other.
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If a person happens to be 36 years old, as I happen to be, and some great truth 
stands before the door of his life, some great opportunity to stand up for what 
is right and that which is just, and he refuses to stand up because he wants to 

live a little longer and he is afraid his home will get bombed, or he is afraid that 
he will lose his job, or he is afraid that he will get shot,  . . .  he may go on and 
live until he’s 80, and the cessation of breathing in his life is merely the belated 
announcement of an earlier death of spirit. We die when we refuse to stand up for 
that which is right. We die when we refuse to take a stand for that which is true. 
So we are going to stand up right here  . . . letting the world know that we are 
determined to be free. 
          Martin Luther King, Jr


